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Purpose. Estimation of reliability of system of reverse stamps with use of 
composite materials and accuracy of punched parts. 
Methodology. The studies were carried out through analyzing the results of 
production tests. 
Findings. The paper presents the results of studies to assess the reliability of 
adjustable dies for the separation operations in the designs of the assemblies which 
use AST-T plastic for fastening the working elements (matrices, punches) and 
guide columns. 
It is established that the failure-free operation of the dies depends only on the 
reliability of the keyed connection of the structural modules, and there are also 
wear failures due to run-in.The obtained results of production tests allowed to 
estimate the probability of failures within the limits of the regulated working time 
of the stamps. At the same time, quantitative characteristics of the error were 
obtained and factors affecting the accuracy of the stamped parts during punching-
cutting in these structures were revealed. 
Keywords: Reversible dies, punching, cutting, reliability, accuracy, plastic 
masses 
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INFLUENCE OF BANDS TENSION AND FRICTION MODELS FOR 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY PROCESS OF ROLLING 
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Purpose. Investigation of influence of bands tension and friction models for 
longitudinal stability process of rolling. 
Methodology. The studies were carried out by solving the T. Karman equation 
with the model of smooth variation of the specific frictional forces. 
Findings. It was established in the paper that the tension of the strip affects the 
longitudinal stability of the process. In this case, the rear tension has a more 
significant effect on the resultant longitudinal forces compared to the foreleg. With 
increasing rear tension, this resultant decreases in absolute value, which indicates a 
decrease in the longitudinal stability of the process. 
The solution of the T. Karman equation with the model of smooth variation of 
the specific frictional forces yields results on the distribution of normal contact 
stresses, their average value and longitudinal stability of the strip in rolls closer to 
the experimental data in comparison with the Coulomb friction model. The 
calculations have shown that the technique used in the work to evaluate the 
longitudinal stability of the rolling process can be applied in assessing the stability 
of the process under real conditions of medium- and thin-sheeted rolling with a 
strip tension. 
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